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MIPS Atual



PSX

LSI CoreWare CW33300-based core

    MIPS R3000A-compatible 32-bit RISC CPU MIPS R3051 with 5 KB L1 cache, running at 33.8688 MHz.
    The microprocessor was manufactured by LSI Logic Corp. with technology licensed from SGI.
    Features:
        Initial feature size (process node) was 0.5 micron (500 nm).
        850k – 1M transistors[citation needed]
        Operating performance: 30 MIPS
        Bus bandwidth 132 MB/s[5]
        One arithmetic/logic unit (ALU)
        One shifter
    CPU cache RAM:
        4 KB instruction cache
        1 KB non-associative SRAM data cache



Nintendo 64

CPU: 64-bit NEC VR4300 (MIPS R4300i) with 24 KB L1 cache, running at 93.75 MHz.

Performance: 125 MIPS (million instructions per second), 93.75 MFLOPS (million 
floating-point operations per second).[1]

GPU: 64-bit Reality Coprocessor, running at 62.5 MHz and over half a billion 
arithmetic operations per second, capable of dual-issuing scalar and vector 
operations under the right circumstances.[2] It is a microcode-reprogrammable T&L 
GPU,[3] composed of two integrated processors: the Reality Signal Processor (RSP) 
and the Reality Display Processor (RDP).[4]

    



Curiosidade – MIPS The Rabbit
Super Mario 64
MIPS, the rabbit, can be first seen in Super Mario 64, after the player collected fifteen Power Stars.
He is found in the basement of the Mushroom Castle - when Mario approaches MIPS, he runs away.
After Mario catches MIPS, the rabbit rewards him a Power Star. MIPS appears in the basement a
second time after Mario has collected fifty Power Stars, and Mario can catch MIPS again for another
Power Star. MIPS will not reappear for the rest of the game after that.
In the remake Super Mario 64 DS, MIPS does not make a reappearance, instead being replaced by the
rabbits scattered throughout the castle for each character to find. They are modeled after MIPS, but
they do not give up Power Stars. Instead, they give up keys to unlock minigames in the Rec Room.
Two of Mario's, one of Wario's, and one of Yoshi's rabbits can be found in the same location MIPS was
in the original game. The rabbits are also internally named "MIP" with their key known as a "MIP
Key," suggesting a connection.

Mario Party 3
MIPS also makes a cameo appearance in Mario Party 3 in Woody Woods, where several can be seen
gathering near the item shop. MIPS appears in three colors: orange, yellow, and pink, which are colors
matching the rabbits that replace MIPS in Super Mario 64 DS (the only absent color is green).

MIPS in Mario no Bōken Land
MIPS makes a cameo in the Super Mario 64 storyline of Mario no Bōken Land. The above text is from
the Super Mario Wiki and is available under a Creative Commons license.

Attribution must be provided through a list of authors or a link back to the original article. Source:
https://www.mariowiki.com/MIPS



Playstation 2

CPU: MIPS III R5900-based "Emotion Engine", clocked at 294.912 MHz (299 MHz on 
newer versions), with 128-bit SIMD capabilities[4][5]
250-nm CMOS manufacturing (ending with 65-nm CMOS), 13.5 million transistors, 225 
mm² die size,[6] 15 W dissipation (combined EE+GS in SCPH-7500x and later SCPH-
7000x): 86 mm², 53.5 million transistors)[7] (combined EE+GS+RDRAM+DRAM in SCPH-
7900x ended with 65 nm CMOS design)[8]

CPU core: MIPS R5900 (COP0), 64-bit, little endian (mipsel). CPU is a superscalar, in-order 
execution 2-issue design with 6-stage long integer pipelines, 32 32-bit GPR registers, 32 
128-bit SIMD linear scalar registers, two 64-bit integer ALUs, 128-bit load-store unit (LSU) 
and a branch execution unit (BXU).

Instruction set: MIPS III, MIPS IV subset with Sony's proprietary 107 vector SIMD 
multimedia instructions (MMI). The custom instruction set was implemented by grouping 
the two 64-bit integer ALUs.
32-bit FPU coprocessor (COP1) with 6-stage long pipeline (floating point multiply 
accumulator × 1, floating point divider × 1). FPU is not IEEE compliant.



Simuladores para Assembly MIPS

• PCSPIM:
• http://www.leandrocolevati.com.br/downloadmateriais?idFile=0ByaHylR4Cic

0SG11WG1PMHRWRlk&arquivo=SPIMWin7.zip



Simuladores para Assembly MIPS

• QtSPIM:
• https://sourceforge.net/projects/spimsimulator/files/



Simuladores para Assembly MIPS

• Mars:
• http://www.leandrocolevati.com.br/downloadmateriais?idFile=1XMma1gX-

OAwFxxIMDtggZwUIkiK8Caz-&arquivo=SPIMMars4_5.zip



Simuladores para Assembly MIPS

• JsSpim: 
• https://shawnzhong.github.io/JsSpim/
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